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Abstract. The motion detection in video is considered. We break non-
binary motion mask on blocks and calculate a certain statistics for each
block. Then we use prior information about statistics distribution to
classify blocks on background and foreground. The estimation framework
for classification confidence is presented.
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1 Introduction

This paper tackles the problem of automatic detection of moving objects in the
video sequence taken from the stationary monocular camera with the fixed focal
length. Existing methods to solve it are described in detail in [1],[2],[5],[7],[8],
[10],[11] etc.

We propose to build non-binary motion mask and to break it on rectangular
blocks. For each block we estimate the special statistics whose distribution allows
us to decide, whether a certain block belongs to foreground or to background.
We introduce the fuzzy mathematical model of classification that is based on
the prior information of how moving objects appear in the video sequence.

2 Building the Motion Mask

Let us assume that we have the sequence of video frames {F (k)},where each frame
is a gray scale image with theWF×HF resolution. In [1],[2],[5],[7],[8],[10],[11] the
motion mask M (k) for the frame F (k) is a binary image derived from the frame
set {F (k−m+1), . . . , F (k)},m > 1. To build a binary mask, the threshold transfor-
mation can be used. Applied to the signal, we can loose some useful information
about motion objects, therefore, in the paper we suggest to use the non-binary
motion mask. The simplest way to obtain it is to compute the absolute difference
between two neighboring frames without threshold transformation:

M
(k)
ij = |F (k)

ij − F
(k−1)
ij | , (1)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ WF , 1 ≤ j ≤ HF , 0 ≤ M
(k)
ij ≤ Imax, and Imax is the maximal

value of the pixels intensity.
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3 Representation of Blocks in the Motion Mask

The representation of images with the help of blocks is widely used in video
coding [9] and image processing[4], [8]. In this case we break each motion mask
on rectangular blocks with constant size WB×HB. Let U be the set of such
blocks. For each block B ∈ U the following statistics is computed:

I (B) =
1

WBHB

WB∑

i=1

HB∑

j=1

Bij , (2)

where Bij is the pixel intensity value for block B at column i and row j. Such
a motion mask representation fits the localization and compactness properties
of moving areas, reduces computational complexity and decreases the effect of
noise. However, the geometrical precision of the result is bounded from below
by the size of the block.

4 Foreground Blocks Detection

4.1 Basic Hypotheses

We will describe next the properties of motion blocks with the help of two fuzzy
sets: by a fuzzy set of foreground blocks Ufg with the membership function
μfg(B) and by a fuzzy set of background blocks Ubg with the membership func-
tion μbg(B), where B ∈ U . Let us assume that these sets obey the following
hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1. For all B1, B2 ∈ U the statement I(B1) ≥ I(B2) is true if and
only if μbg(B1) ≤ μbg(B2) and μfg(B1) ≥ μfg(B2).

The Hypothesis 1 states that the statistics (2) can be used to order the elements
of the set U by the membership functions values. Assuming that the Hypothesis
1 is true, let us postulate the additional two hypotheses.

Hypothesis 2. Let Cbg = {B : μbg(B) = 1}. Then |Cbg|/|U | = α, where α ∈
(0, 1) is the parameter of the hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3. Let Cfg = {B : μfg(B) = 1}. Then (Imax − minB∈Cfg
I(B))/

Imax=β, where β ∈ (0, 1) is the parameter of the hypothesis.

Hypotheses 2 and 3 are derived from the analysis of a typical plot of the cumu-
lative distribution function computed for the statistics (2)

FI(x) =
1

|U |
∑

B∈U|I(B)≤x

1 .

As you can see on Fig. 1, for the most of blocks the statistics I is close to zero
while for the minority of blocks I is dispersed over the segment [0, Imax]. It
means that both α and β should be close to 1. We set these parameters to 0.9
in our experiments.
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Fig. 1. The typical plot for FI

4.2 Membership Function Formalization

Let us introduce the value Iα = minx∈[0,Imax]{x|FI(x) ≥ α}. Then the formal-
ization of membership function μbg(B) based on Hypotheses 1 and 2 leads to
the following. Let μbg(B) = ηbg(I(B)), where ηbg(x) satisfies the following condi-
tions: 1) ηbg(x) is defined on [0, Imax], 2) ∀x ∈ [0, Iα] ηbg(x) = 1, 3) ηbg(Imax) = 0
and 4) ηbg(x) is monotone and non-increasing on [0, Imax].

Analogously, let us introduce the value Iβ = (1 − β)Imax. Then the for-
malization of membership function μfg(B) based on Hypotheses 1 and 3 leads
to the following. Let μfg(B) = ηfg(I(B)), where ηfg(x) satisfies the following
conditions: 1) ηfg(x) is defined on [0, Imax], 2) ∀x ∈ [Iβ , Imax] ηfg(x) = 1, 3)
ηfg(0) = 0 and 4) ηfg(x) is monotone and non-decreasing on [0, Imax].

4.3 Tversky’s Functional

The parametrized Tversky’s functional is used in fuzzy set theory to estimate
the degree of similarity of two sets [3]:

Ta,b(X,Y ) =
f(X ∩ Y )

f(X ∩ Y ) + af(X − Y ) + bf(Y −X)
,

where X ,Y is a pair of fuzzy sets, ∪, ∩, − are consistent operations to unite,
intersect and subtract two fuzzy sets, f is a functional that satisfies f(X ∪Y ) =
f(X) + f(Y ) for all disjoint sets X,Y , and a, b ∈ IR are parameters.

It is possible to prove that functions ηbg and ηfg satisfy the conditions pro-
posed above if they are defined as

ηbg(x) =
(
φ(x, Iα)− φ(Imax, Iα)

)/(
1− φ(Imax, Iα)

)
,

where

φ(x, y) = T1/2,0 ([−γ/2, x] , [−γ/2, y]) = 2min{x, y}+ γ

2min{x, y}+ γ +max{x− y, 0},
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and
ηfg(x) =

(
ψ(x, Iβ)− ψ(0, Iβ)

)/(
1− ψ(0, Iβ)

)
,

where

ψ(x, y) = T0,1/2 ([−γ/2, x] , [−γ/2, y]) = 2min{x, y}+ γ

2min{x, y}+ γ +max{y − x, 0}.

The calibration parameter γ > 0 is chosen such that

1. φ(0, 0) = 1;
2. for fixed x0 ∈ (0, Imax] and φ0 ∈ (0, 1) the statement φ(x0, 0) = φ0 is true.

We used x0 = 1 and φ0 = 2/3 in our experiments. If Imax = 255, then γ = 2.

4.4 Block Classification

To determine whether a block is foreground or background, we need to check
inequality

μfg(B) ≥ μbg(B) . (3)

We define below the probability pfg(B) of block B ∈ U to be in the foreground
using the model of imprecise probabilities [6]. In this case the lower probability
is defined as p

fg
(B) = min{μfg(B), 1 − μbg(B)} and the upper probability is

defined as pfg(B) = max{μfg(B), 1 − μbg(B)}.Such estimates are not contra-
dictory because [p

fg
(B), pfg(B)] is a convex set[6].

We take a mean point of the set above as the expected foreground probability
value pfg(B). Obviously,

pfg(B) = 0.5 (μfg (B) + 1− μbg (B)) . (4)

The equation (4) allows us to define a more general criterion comparing to (3):

pfg(B) ≥ pth, (5)

where pth ∈ [0, 1] is a threshold parameter. Let us notice that inequality (3) is
equivalent to (5) if pth = 1/2.

4.5 Confidence Estimation

The use of imprecise probabilities allows us to estimate the confidence of clas-
sification in bits. Let a block B be classified then we can estimate the distrust
level using the formula below:

D(B) = −pmed log2 pmed − (1 − pmed) log2(1− pmed) ,

where pmed = median{pfg(B), p
fg
(B), 1/2}. The distrust level depends on the

block statistics I as shown on Fig.2. Its distribution is unimodal with a high
peak where statistics I has intermediate values.
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Fig. 2. The dependence between block statistics I and estimated distrust level D

5 Experiments

To proceed the quality evaluation, we have manually labeled 3 video sequences.
During the experiments we set the size of blocks to 16 × 16 and the parameter
pth to 0.5 For the comparison we have chosen the Mixture of Gaussians (MoG)
algorithm [11] implemented in the OpenCV programming library[2]. It is an
ancestor of a lot of more specialized and slow state-of-the-art techniques which
are adapted to specific cases [1].

On the Fig. 3 one can see the ROC-curve which compares the presented
algorithm and the MoG. It should be noted that our algorithm bounds the
precision from below because it operates with each the block containing 256
pixels as the whole. That’s why MoG superiors in the [0.13; 0.97] segment of the
True Positive Rate. As for the performance evaluation, our algorithm is faster
than MoG 2− 5 times depending on a certain video.

Fig. 3. The ROC-curve to compare presented algorithm (aka fuzzy block model) with
Mixture of Gaussians (aka MoG2)
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6 Conclusion

The approach of detecting moving objects in the video sequence is presented. The
main idea is to construct the non-binary motion mask and to use its block rep-
resentation for further analysis. The latter is based on the mathematical model
that formalizes prior information and hypotheses obtained during the proceeded
experiments. The mathematical framework to estimate the confidence of motion
mask segmentation is considered. Further research will be dedicated to choos-
ing the optimal parameters of the model presented above and to constructing
moving areas from the foreground blocks.
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